
152 REVIEW 

Reduce to an integral or a mixed expression: 

r-9!/+7 4a8+20a2b+27 alr+9b' 
13. --'~-. 14. ? 3 b x-3y ~a+ 

Reduce the following mixed expressions to fractions : 

2 y m2+ 112 
15. :r?-xy+!f--·-. 16. -- -n-m. 

x+y ·m+n 

Simplify: 

~ + t .~ - t s'+t2 
17

" -2 ;:f + 4rl - 4 rl(s + t) 
11+x a-x 2(:r-2a) 

18
" X+ ;,), + 2 - X - W - 4 

19. (i3-?f' xx2__+x11)+(-.r~_±-_xf_ x;¡:_"ty)· 
xy + !f X - y X-+ .!, XJ/ + f !J" 

(
a2 + 2 <tb + ll a + b) (~ - :{b ..,_ 6 ct.__+ 6 b)· 2º· a2 - 2 ab + b2 - a - b X 2 b . 2 a - ;,>, b 

21. What is meant by clearing an equation of fractions? 
State the axiom upon which it is based. 

22. What precautions must be taken to secure correct re
sults in solving equations that involve fractions? 

Sol ve, an<l verify each result: 

23. 
;¡.i; i:r 

- - - -=6. ;,), 4 

•>Q y + 10 X= 700. 24. - w 
3 

ü 
:~x-2 

26. 10 

;r+3 J" _ 12 x-3 
27

. .(" - :i - 4 - 24 - 4 

J" + Í + X + 8 = ~ X - 1 :J _ 3. 28. 
x+2 :! H 

29. l.04 x - :u - 2.95 x = 8.12 - 5 x + 1.0;>. 

SIMPLE EQUATIONS 

ONE UNKNOWN NUMBER 

207. The stu<lent already knows what an equation is; he 
has solvecl severa! clifferent kinds; and he knows some of the 
kinds by name. In this chapter aml the next he will meet 
some of the same kinds with the treatment extended to a few 
new forms and sorne aclditional methods of solution. 

208. An equation that doe8 not invoke an unknown nmn
ber in any denomiuator is called an integral equation. 

x + ó = 8 and 
2 

Y + ó = 8 are integral equations. Though the second 3 . 

eqoatlon contains a fraction, the unknown number .l.'. does not appear in 
tbe denominator. 

209. An equation that involves an unknown number in any 
denominator is called a fractional equation. 

x + ó :::: ~ aml - 2 
'.l.'. - = 7 are fractional equations. 

X X-1 

210. .Any number that satisfies an equation is called a root 
of the equation. 

2 le a root of the cquation 3,. + 4 = 10. 

211. Finding the roots of an equation is called solving the 
equation. 

212. Two equations that have the same roots, each ec¡uation 
having ali the roots of the other, are called equivalent equations. 

x + 8 = i anu 2 ~ = 8 are equivalent equations, each IJeing salisfled for 
:i: = 4 and for no other value of :1. 

163 
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N umerical Equations 

213. By applying axioms to the solution of equations, the 
endeavor is made to change to equfralent equations, each sim~ 
pler than the preceding, until an equation 1s obtamed ha.ving 
the unknown number in one member and the known numbers 
in the other. 

Sol ve, and verify each result: 

l. 8 •=24. 6. 11 +x=15. 9. 4h+3=7. 

2. 9 r= 54. 6. 20 +x=30. 10. 6 r -7 =5. 

3. ¼ r=l.5. 7. 7y-5=2, 11. ½b+3=8. 

4. tx=2.5. 8. 2z+3=9. 12. .¡.x+2=6. 

13. 8x-1=3+6x. 18. 17 t+5(2-3 t) =18. 

14. 7 x+6=6 x+8. 19. 5 x- (4-6x- 3) = 26. 

15. 5x-10=2x+20. 20. (2w-1)' = 4(w-3)2• 

16. 4r-18= 20+ .¡.r. 21. 21 x+ (x-4)'= (5+x)'· 

17. 5n - (2n+3) = 12. 22. (12x+ 6) +3=9-3x. 

23. (x+l)(x+2)=11+x'. 

24. tx-4+¾x=lG+¼x-10. 

25. x(x+5)-6=x(x-1)+12. 

26. 3(2-x)-2 (x + 3) =6 -2x. 

27. x-(2+4x)=13-5(x+5). 

28. 2jx-2x-2( =31x-(3x-3)j. 

29. 6x-13-9 x+x=4 x-12+3x-Gx-13. 

30. 36 +ox-22-(ix-16) = 5x+17 -(2x+ 22). 

31. 2 (r- ú) (r- 4) = (r-4)(r-3) + (r-2) (r-5). 

32. 12 x-(6x-17 x-15-x)=15- (2-17 x+6 x-4-12 x). 

33. 3x-~=14. 
r, 
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35_ 2x_7x+~"'+~='!, 
3 8 18 24 9 

36. ;J 1 - 5 _ 7 t -13 = 3 _ t + 3. 
4 6 2 

37. ~(2-r)-!(3-2r) = r+ lO_ 
2 4 6 

38. 6r+3 3r-l 2,·-9 
15 5r-25 5 

39_ s+ 1 + s+6 =•+2 + s+5 . 
·•+2 s+7 s+3 s+6 

"'+1 x'-1 8 40. -----=--+Zx. 
x-1 x+l x'-1 

3x+19 
2 

Literal Equations 

214 . x-l,2 x-a2 
• l. Sol ve the equat10n -a-= -b- far x. 

Clearing of fractions, 
Tranaposing, etc., 

Dividing by (a- b), 

SOLUTJON 

x-lf? x-a' -.-=-b-· 
bx-b3 =ax-aª. 
ax-bx= 11~ -b8. 

(a-b)x= a1 ..1..bB. 
x = a2 + ab + b2, 
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VERtFlCATION. -Since a and b may have any numerical valut\ Jet 
a= 2 atld b = 1; then x = a'1 +ab+ bll =4+ 2 + 1 = 7, and tUe given 
equ t' b 7-1 7-4 a ion ecomPs -- = --, or 8 = 3 ¡ consequently the equation is 

i l ' 
a&tiafied far :t ==ali+ ab + bll, 
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Sol ve for x, and verify each result: 

c2-x n2 1 ~_x+2b=~-3. 
2. --+- =-· 8· b a b 

na: ex e 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

1-ªb=.I_-~. 9. 
x-a Zx 5 +6b -+-= -· 

b a a x ab abx 

1·.t + ~ = r2 - sx. 10. 6+l-2x=l(x-2). 

a2x- b4 = b2x- a\ 11. ¿,,, + d10 = c10 + cl'x. 

a2 +l} a-b b 12. 
x-2a x cl!+b2 

- - -+-=--• - --=-· a b ab 2bx 2 bi' "' 
2x-a_x-a=1. 13. a'+ b' =a+ b _ 3(a+b). 

bx ax ab x x-a x+a 

14. 6x+18(1-½a)=a(x-a). 

15. a'(a-x)=abx+b'(b+x). 

16. b(2x-9c-14b)=c(c-x). 

17. a(x-a-2b)+b(x-b)+c(x+c)=0, 

18. (a- x)(x- b)+(a+ x)(x- b)=(a-b)'. 

19. (ni+x)'+(m+x)(n-x)=(m+n)'. 

w. 0-~~-~-0-~~-aj=~-aj~-~-
a-b+c b-a+c, 

21. 
x+a x-a 

x-1 a-1 x2-a2 

22
· a-1- x-1 (a-l)(x-1) 

1 2mn ,n 
23. 

(,n+n)' (m+n)' -m+n 

a+x_ 2x +i'(x-a) 1 
24. 

a a+x a(a'-i') 3 

x-n . 
(m + n)' 

SuooESTTON. -Simplify as much as possible before clearing tbe equa.-

tion of fractions. 

i'(b - x) 5 (b - x) 25
· b'(b'-i') + b(x-b) 

x-b =O. 
b' 
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Problema 

215. Review the general directions for solving problems 
given on page 45, 

l. What is the weight of a turtle, from which 6¾ pounds of 
tortoise shell is taken, if this is t'ir of the tlll'tle's whole weight? 

2. The powder and the shell used in a twelve-inch gun 
weigh 1265 pounds. The powder weighs 15 ponnds more than 
} as much as the shell. Find the weight of each. 

3. One day three lace ruakers earned 80 cents. The be
giuner earned ¼ as muchas the expert maker, and the average 
worker earned 3 times as much as the beginner. How much 
did each eam ? 

4. One ton of coa! will make 8.7 tons of steam. If the 
Lusitania requires 1200 tons of coa! a day for this purpose, 
how many tons of steam are required an holll'? 

5. A grocer paid $8.50 for a molasses pump and 5 feet of 
tubing. He paid 12 times as mnch for the pump as for each 
foot of tubing. How much did the pump cost? the tubing? 

6. In lighting a hall a certain numher of 16-candle power 
electric lamps and twice as many 20-candle power lamps were 
used. The total illumination amounted to 22± candle power. 
Find the numher of lamps of each kind used. 

7. At the waterworks 2 large pumps aud 4 small ones de
Ji vered 4800 gallons of water per minute. Each of the large 
pumps delivered 4 times as much water as each small pump. 
Row many gallons per minute did each pnmp deliver? 

8. -The crew of a U nited Sta tes battleship in target practice 
made 11 hits in less than a minute. If ¾ of the nnmber of 
shots fü-ed was 9 times the number of misses, how many shots 
were fhed? 

9. The courtyard of a palace is 101 feet Jonger than it is 
wide. If its width were decreased 25 feet, its length would be 
twice its width. Find the dimensions of the cotu"tyard, 
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10. In making 5000 pounds of brass there were used 8t 
times as much copper as tin, and twice as much tin as zinc. 
How rnany ponnds of eaoh metal were used? 

11. A merchant bought 62 banels of flour, part at $ 4¾ per 
barre], the rest at $5-j- per barre!. If !,e paid $320 for the 
flour, how many barreis of each grade did he huy? 

12. A dealer paid $ 185 for 25 boxes of candles. If he 
paid $ 9 a box for part of thern and $ 6.50 a box for the rest,_ 
how many did he buy at each price ? 

13. A merehant purchased an assortment of bath robes for 
$J80. By selling ¼ of them at $ 6 eacl,, } of tbem at $ 7 each, 
¼ of them at $ 5 each, and the rest, or ¼ of them, at $ 8 each, 
he gained $128. How rnany did he sell at each price? 

14. In a certain balloon race, the sum of the distances 
covered by tbe Lotus II and the U,iited States was 1W5 miles. 
The distance covered by the former was 50 miles more than ½ 
of that covereü by the latter. How far did each travel? 

15. A ne.wspaper reporter save<l l of his weekly salary, or 
$1 more than was saved by an artist on the same paper, whosa 
salary was $5 greater bnt who saved only t of it. How much 
did the reporter eam per week? the artist? 

16. During ayear of 365 days one locality had 6 days less 
of 'clear' weather than of 'cloudy' wea.ther, and 4 days more 
of 'clea1·' than of 'pal'fly c1oudy' weatber. ]'ind the num• 
ber of days of each kind of weather during the year. 

17. The bark from a cork tree lost ¼ of its weight by being 
boiled. The boiled cork was then scraped, its weight thus 
being reduced ¼· How much did the cork weigh before and 
after these two operations, if the entire loss was 16 pounds? 

18. At a certain depth a diver saw the snn as a reddish 
disk. At a depth 25 feet more 'than twice this depth it could 
still be faintly seeu. If darkness occurred on desceuding 100 
feet more, or at a total depth of 325 feet, at what depth did 
the sun appear as a reddish disk? 

. 19. Find a fraction wl1ose value is 4 and whose denominator 
1s 15 greater than its numerator. 

. 20. Find a fraction whose value is ¼ and whose numerator 
1s 3 greater than half of its denominator. 

21. The numerator of a certain fraction is 8 less than the 
denominator. If each term of the fraction is decreased by 5, 
the resultmg fract10u equals t, What is the fraction? 

22. An acre of wheat yielded 2000 pounds more of straw 
than of grain. The weight of the grain was .3 df the total 
weight of grain and straw. How many 60-pound bushels of 
wheat we1·e produced? 

23. The total diameter of a large wooden fly wheel is 
30 feet. The nnmber of inches in the thickness of the rirn is 
2 less than the number of feet from the center to the rim. 
How tbick is the rim ? 

24. A shipment of 83,000 postal cards in two sizes weighed 
472 pounds. The smaller cards weighed 5 pounds per 1000 
and the larger ones weighed 6 pounds 3 ounces per 1000. Find 
the number of cards of each size in the shipment. 

25. ! paid 18¡/ more for a screen dom·, 7 feet by 3 feet, than 
for 3 wmdow screens, each 2¼ feet by 3 feet. Find the price per 
square foot m each case, if it was 3¡/ less for window screens. 

26. A grocer bought a box of soap containing 72 cakes for 
$4.50. Some of the soap he sol<l at 3 cakes for 25¡/ and the 
rest at 10¡/ a cake. This gave a profit of $1.90. H~w many 
cakes dtd he sell at each price? 

27, n costs 3.6 ¡/ Jess to travel 100 miles on the Swiss rail
'roads under public management than it did to travel 90 miles 
when they w d · . ere un er pnvate management. The a,·eracre fare 
per mile under prívate management "as 1.9 F more th:n it is 
uotler public management. Finrl the rate per mile un<ler each. 

28· Two orange pickers together earned $ 4.50 a day and 
one of them picked 20 boxes more than the other. If the 
~lower one had picked twice as many as he did they would 
ave earned $ 6.50. How much did each receive ~ box? 
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29 A can do a piece of work in 8 days. If B can do ~t in 
10 d~ys, in how mauy days can both working together do it? 

Let 

Then, 

Sou:T1os 
x :::: the required numbcr of day11. 

~ = the parto[ the work both cau do in 1 day, 

t = the part of the work A can do !n l da~, 
n = the part of the work B can do m 1 <la) ; 
1 1 1 ... ; =s + io. 

Solving, 7 = 4t, the reqilired nnmher of days. 

30. A can do a piece of work in 10 days, B in 12 ~lar,, arnl 
G in 8 days. In how many lla.ys can ali together do it. 

1 It takes a man 6 days to make a Panama hat, ancl a boy 
; :a~s. How long would it take them, if they could work to-

ti 
,, 

ge 1er. f 
32. 'fhe average amount of coal blasted out by a keg o 

owcler can be mined by one man in ~ <lays a~d bt ~uother f n 3 days. How long would it take them to mme it if they 

worked together ? . . 
• l B can dig a ditch in 10 days, B and C can chg it 33. A am . ,h 

. 6 1 1 \ ancl C in 7 1 da.ys. In what tune can eac m e ays, anc " :r 
man do the work ? 

. s·nce \ anti B can di" /11 of the ditch in l day, B and C 
SuGGESTws.-.i' .º. d i+1+.2istwicethe l of it in 1 day, ancl .\ aml C h of it m 1 ay, n ll TI . 

Part they can ali di~ in 1 day. 
1 O'. 91 1 34 \. and B can load a car in l} hours, B anc m ~:1 10urs, 

a'nd A :nd C in 2} hours. Ilow long will it take each alone 

toloadit? . _ . 
t · • . ·vcw York Sta.te furmshecl fo~.9 mil-36 In a cer am ,eai, ~, ' 

• . ,.,, m. ¿f all that were made in the Unitecl States. hon pens, or ,,.. ,o . . .., 
How many pern, were made in the Umted States .· . 

36. The per cent of copper contained in an anc1ent d1~ found 
in Egypt was 21, % more than 3 times the per cent of tm. Ihf 

1 f • d 9'>1 ot. of the die what per cent of eac these meta s orme ~i ¡o , 

did it conta.in? 
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37. Of the population of Mexico at one time the J)er cent 
of whites was ½ that of Indians. .Mixed race:. formed :i % 
more than the per cent of Indiana. Find the per cent of each. 

38. Crude oil when refinecl produces 2! times as much kero
sene as it does gasoline, and the remainder, which is 65 %, is 
fue] oíl. If a certain refinery produces 22;3(} barrels of kero
sene a day, what is its daily capacity of crude oil? 

39. The units' digit of a two-digit number exceeds the tens' 
digit by 5. If the number increased by f>3 is divicled by the 
sum of its digits, the quotient is 10. Find the number. 

Let 
Then, 

and 

whence, 
and 

S01.1:TIOS' 

x = thc digit in tenR' place. 
x + ó = tbe digit in units' place, 

10 x + (x+ .;) = the nnmber; 
, 10 X + (X + 6) + 63 _ l0 . 

•• 2.e+ 6 - ' 
X=2, 

J'. + 6 = 7. 
Therefore, the number is 2i. 

40. The tens' digit of a two-digit number is 3 times the 
units' digit. lf the number diminished by :33 is divided by the 
difference of the digits, the quotient is 10. .Fin<l the number. 

41. The tens' digit of a two-digit number is ! of the units' 
digit. lf the number increased by 27 ii; divided by the sum 
of its digits, the quotient is 6}. }'ind the number. 

42. An officer, attempting to arrange his roen in a solid 
square, found that with a certa.in num ber of men on a side Jw 
had 34 men over, but with one man more on a side he nee<led 
·35 men to complete the square. How many men had he ? 

SuoossT10N.- Witl! :r. men on a side, the square contained :r2 men; 
wit.b (:i: + 1) men on a side, there wcre places for (x + 1)2 men. 

43. A regiment drawn up in the form of a solid square was 
?eenforced by 240 men. When the regiment was formed again 
in a solid square, there were four more mrn on a side. How 
many men were there in the regiment at first ? 

.1111,S'K's lsT YR, ALO. - 11 
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44. At wl,at time between /j and G o'clock will the hancls of 

a elock be together? 

11 

10 

8 

SoLUTIO~ 

Startin¿ with the hands in the position shown, 
at 6 o'clock !et x represent the number of minute 
spaces p:lS~d over by the minute hand after 5 
o'clock until the hands coiue together. In the same 
time the hour hand will pass over ty of x minute 
spaces. 

Since they are 25 minute spaces apart at 5 o'clotk, 

x-.!.=25¡ 
12 

. •. x = 27 /r
1 

the number of minutes after 6 o'clock. 

45. At what time between 1 and 2 o'clock will the bands of 

a clock be togetber? 

46. At what time between 10 ancl 11 o'clock will the hands 
of a dock point in opposite directions? 

47. At what two di!Ierent times between 4 and 5 o'clock 
wi!l the hancls of a clock be 15 minute spaces apart? 

48. Mr. Reynolds invested $ 800, a part at G %, tbe rest at 
5 %- The total anuual interest was $45. Fine! how mucb 
money he invested at each rate. 

SuGGESTION. -Let x= the number of dollars invested at 6%. 
Tbeu 800- x = the uumber of dollars invested at óo/o; 

'.•. -,i,Z + rt, (800- X)= 45. 

49. A man put out $ 4330 in two investments. On oue of 
them he gained 12 o/,,, and on the other he lost 5 %- lf h1s 
net gain was $251, what was the amount of each investment? 

50. Mr. Bailey Joaned soma money at 4 % interest, bnt re
ceivecl $48 less interest on it annnally thau Mr. Day, who had 
Joauecl "tas mucb at (i %- llow much <lid each man loan? 

51. A man paid $80 for insuring two honses for $6000 and 
$ 4000, respectively. The rate for the second house was ½% 
greater than that for the first. Wbat were the two rates? 
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52. United States sil ver coins are ln- pure sil ver, or '/J fine.' 
How mnch pure silver must l,e melte<l with 250 ounces of 
sil ver t fine to renLler it of the standanl fineness for coinage? 

SuooEsno:s-.-Let :t = the nnmber of ounces of pure sil ver to be added. 
Then, ~(250) +z= the number of ounces of pure sil ver aftertlle addition. 

Also, /o:(2~0 + x) = the number of ounccsof pure silver after the addition. 

53. In an alloy of 90 onnces of silver and copper there are 
6 ounces of sil ver. How much copper must be adcled that 10 
ounces of the new alloy mn.y contain t of au ounce of sil ver? 

54. If 80 ponnds of sea water contain 4 ponnds of salt, how 
much fresh water must be addecl that 49 pounds of the uew 
solution may contaiu 1¾ pountls of salt 't 

65. Four gallons of alcohol 90 % pul'e is to be made 50 % 
pnre. What quantity of water must be added? 

56. Of 2-1 pounds of salt water, 12 % is sal t. In orcler to 
have a solution that sball contain 4 % salt, how rnany pounds 
of pure water sboulcl be addecl? 

57. A man rows downstream at the rate of G miles an hour 
and returns at the rate of 3 miles au hour. How far down
stream can he go an<l. return within 0 hours? 

58. An airship trnvelecl 11 miles with the wind in the same 
time as 1 mile against it. If it traveled 55 miles and returnetl 
in 12 hours, what was its rate against the wind? with the 
wind? 

59. A \rain went 90;¡_4 miles in a certain length of time. 
Another train with a speetl 3 miles greater per houl' coverecl 
5--l miles more in the same length of time. \Vhat was the 
speecl of each train? 

60. An express train whose rate is 40 miles an hour starts 1 
hour an<l 4 minutes after a freight train and overtakes it in 
1 hour and 36 minutes. Bow many miles <loes the freight 
\rain run per hour? 
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Solution of Formule 

216. A formula expresses a principie or a rule in symbols. 
The solutiou of problems in commercial life, and in mensura
tion, mechanics, heat, light, sound, electricity, etc., often de
pends upon the ability to solve formulre. 

BXBRCISBS 

217. 1. The circumference of a circle is equal to 71' ( = :U416) 

times the diameter, or 

SolYe the formula for D antl fintl, to the nearest inch, the 
diameter of the wheel of a. locomotive, if the circumference of 

the wheel is 194.78 inches. 
8oLUTlON 

From C=rD, ,rD= C. 
. D =Q = 1114.78 = 62.o+. 
.. ,.. 3.1416 

Ilence. to the nearest inch, the diameter is 62 inches. 

2. Area of a. triangle =½(base x altitude), or 

A =!6h. 

Solve for b, then find the base of a triangle whose a.rea is 
600 square foet and altitutle 40 feet. 

s. The area of a trapezoid is equal to the product of the 
altitude aml half the sum of the bases; that is, 

A= h · ! (6 + 61). , z 

The bMes are b and 1/. b' is read 'b-prime.' 

Solve for h. then find the altitude of a trapezoid whose area 
is 96 square inches ancl whose bases are 14 inches and 10 . 

inches, respectively. 
4. The volume of a pyramid =¼(base x altitude), or 

Y=!Bh. 
3 

Solve for B, then find the urea of the base of a. pyramid 
whose volume is :?J~ cubic feet and altitude 9 feet. 
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5. The charge (e) for a telegram from New York to Chicago, 
40F for 10 words and :~! for each additional word, may be 
found by the formula, 

c=40+3 (n-10), 
in which n stands for the nwnber of words. 

Find the cost of a 16-word message. 
Solve for 11, then find how many words can be sent for $1. 

6. In the formula, ; = p .
1
~. t, 

~ denotes the interest on a principal of p dollars at simple 
mterest at r % for t years. 

Solve for t, then find the time $300 must be on interest at 
5 % to yield $ 60 interest. 

. Sol ve ~or ~r. At what rate of interest will $ 4r.>OO yield $ 900 
mterest m u years ? 

Solve for p. What principal at 31 % will yield $210 
annually? 

7. The fo_rmula_ for the space (s) pa.c;sed over by a body 
that moves w1th umform velocity (v) during a given time (t) is 

S=Vf . 

. Solve for v, then find the velocity of sound when the condi
tions are such that it travels 8640 feet in 8 seconcls. 

8. Th~ ~orm~la for converting a. temperature of F degrees 
Fahrenhe1t mto 1ts equivalent temperature of C degrees Centi
grade is 

C=; (F-32). 

Solve for F all(l express 25º Centigrade (the mean annual 
temperature in Havana) in degrees Fahrenheit. 

Solve: 
9. -~ = ! at', for a. 13. .lfr1 = 111i·21 for m. 

10. F = Jfa, for a. 14. E = ~ Jfv2
, for .lf. 

11. W = F1J, for .~. 15. .~ = t'of. + ½ at2
, for ,,. 

12. P=PR, for R. 16. .~= }a(2t-1), for t. 
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17. Any sort of a bat' resting on a fixed point or edge is 
called a lever; the point, o,· etlge is rallecl tite fulcrum. 

A lever will just balance wben 
the numerical product of the power 
(p) anu. its u.ista11ce (d) from the 
fulcrnm (F) is equal to the numeri-

d F ~ 

cal product of the weight ( W) and its distance (JJ) frorn the 
fulcrum; that is, when 

Sol ve for W and find what weight a power of 150 (pounds) 
will snpport by means of the lever shown, if d = 7 (feet) a11d 

D = 3 (feet). 
Find for what values of p, d, W, or D tbe following levers 

will balance, each lever being 8 feet long: 

18. p F 144 20. 000 F 11" 
¡ ij •• ¡ • a • 1 

19. 800 F 100 21. 
pt F 

Id ... ,-a ¡ ¡ • ... 
700 

22. Pbilip, who weighs 114 pounds, and "°illiam, who 
weighs 102 pounds, are balance<l on the ends of a 9-fcot plank 
N eglecting the weight of the plank, how far is Philip from the 

fulcrum? 

23. The figure illustrates the lever of a safety valve, the 
power being the steam pres
sure (p) acti11g 011 the en<l of 
the piston above. The an•a 
of the end of the pisten is 16 
square inches. What weight 
( IV) mnst be hu11g 011 the end 
of the lever so that when lhe 
steam pl'Pssure rises to 100 

pounds per square inch the pisten will rise and allow steam to 

escape? 
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24. The nmnber of pounds pressure (P) on A square feet 
of surface of any body submerged to a depth of h feet in a 

liquid that weighs w pounds per cubic foot is given by the 
formula 

P = wAh. 
Fresb water weighs about 02f pounds per cubic foot, and ordinary sea 

water about 64 pouuds per cubic foot. 

Find the pressure on 1 square foot of surface at the bottom 
of a stand pipe in which the water is 3(} feet high; at the 
bottom of the ocean at a depth of 3000 feet. 

25. Sol ve P = wAh for 1, and find the value of 1, when 
P=5000, w=GZ}, and A=S. 

26. A t what depth in fresh water will the pressure on an 
object having a total area of 4 square feet be 2000 pounds? 

27. How deep in the ocean can a di,·er go, withont <langer, 
in a suit of armor that can sustain snfe1y a pressme of 140 
pounds per sqnare inch (20,160 pounds per square foot)? 

28. If the pressure per square foot on the bottom of a tank 
holding 18 feet of petroleum is 990 pounds, what is tbe weight 
of the petroleum per cubic foot? 

29. The side of a chest lying in 25 feet of water was 5 
squarn feet in area and sustained a pressure of 8000 pounds. 
W as the chest submerged in fresh water or in salt water? 

Sol ve : 

Vi-Vo f 32. a=--, orv1• 
t 

33. V= v,(1 + -
1
-), for t. 

273 

34. Solve:!!!=R+r,forR; forr. 
e r 

1 1 1 
35. Soh-e -=-+-for J,,; far J. 

f ¡; f, 

36. Solve ¼ Wl=SI, for W; for S; for!. 
e e 



SIMULTANEOUS SIMPLE EQUATIONS 

TWO UNKNOWN NUMBERS 

218. In the equation "+y= 12, 

" and y may have an unlimited number of pairs of values, 

as x=l and y= 11; 

or 

For since 

if any value is 
be obtained. 

o:=2 and y=lO; etc. 

y=12-x, 
assigned to o:, a corresponding value of y may 

.A.n equation that is satisfied by an unlimited number of sets 
of values of its unknown numbers is called an indeterminate 
equation. 

219. PRINCIPLE. -Any single equation involving two or more 
unknown numbers is indeterminate. 

220. The equations 2x+ 2y =10} 

and 3x+3y=15 
express but one relation between" and y; namely, tbat their 
sum is 5. In fact, the equations are equivalent to 

x+y=5 
and to each other. Such equations are often called dependent 
equations, for either may be dei·ived frmn the other. 

221. The equations x+y=5 \ 
x-y=l! 

express two distinct relations between " and y, namely, that 
168 

r 
j 
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their sum is 5 and their difference is l. The equations cannot 
be reduced to the same equation; that is, they are not eqidvalent. 

Equations that express different relations between the un
known numbers involved, and so cannot be reduced to the 
same equation, are called independent equations. 

222. Each of the equations 

x+y=5} 
x-y=l 

is satisfied separately by an unlimited munber of sets of values 
of" and y, but these letters have only one set of values in both 
equations, namely, 

x .=3 and Y= 2. 

Two or more equations that are satisfied by the same set or 
sets of values of the unknown numbers form a system of 
simulta.neous, or consistent, equations. 

223. The eqúations x+y=5} 
x+y=7 

have no set of values of" and y in common 
Such equations are called inconsistent equations. 

224. The student is familiar with the methods of solving 
simple equations involving one unknown number. The general 
method of solving a system of two independent simnltaneous 
simple equations in two unknown nmnbers, as 

x+y =5} 
x-y=3 

is to combine the equations, using axioms 1-5 (§§ 68, 74) iu 
such a way as to obtain an equation involving x alone, and 
another involving y alone, wbich may be solvecl separately by 
previous methods. 

The process of deriving from a system of simultaneous equa
tions another system involving fewer unknown munbers 1s 
called elimination. 
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Elimination by Addition or Subtraction 

225. Elimination by addition or subtraction bas been dis
cussed and applied to the solutiou of simultaueous equatious 

iu §§ 99-103, 
EXERCISES 

226. l. Solvetheequations2x+3y=7 and 3x+4y=10. 

(!) X 4, 

(2) X 3, 

(4)-(3), 

Substituting (5) in (1), 

8oLUTIO~ 

{
2x+ 3y=7, 

3x+ 4y=l0. 

8x+l2y=28. 

9x + 12y =30. 

x=2. 

4+ 3y=7. 

.·.V= l. 

To verif!I, substitute 2 for x and 1 for y in the given equations. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

RULE. -If necessary, mult1ply m· divide the equatio1,s b,1/ such 
numbers as u:ill m,ake the coe_fficients of the quanti(!/ to be elimi
nated nuinerically equal. 

Elimilwte b]! addition 1f the resulting coe_ffecientR havP unlike 
signs, or by sublraction if they have like siyns. 

Solve by addition or subtraction, ami verify results: 

2. 
¡1x-5y=52, 6. 

¡3d+4y=25, 

2 x + ií y= 47. 4 ,l +3 y= 31. 

{3x+2y=23, 7. 
{5p+6q=32, 

3 
:c+y =B. 7 p-3 q=22. 

¡3x-4y=7, 8. 
{ 3 a+ 6 z=39, 

4. 
x+10y=25. 9 a-4 •=51. 

5. 
{ 2x-10y=15, 

2z-4y=18. 
9. 

{ 6 x-5 y=33, 
4x+4y=44. 

' 

Sl.MUL"I A:,.; EOUS SJM!'LE M.¿UATJONS 

l0. /2a+3b=17, ¡ 3 ,n + 11,. = 67, 11. 
l 3a + 2 b =18. 5m-3n=5. 

227. lf 

aud also 

Elimination by Comparison 

X= 8-y, 

X=2+y, 

by axiom 5, the two expressions for x must be equal. 

.·.8-y=2+y. 
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(1) 

(21 

By comparing the values of x in the given equations, (1) ami 
(2), we have eliminated x and obtained an equation involving 
y alone. 

This method is called elimination by comparison. 

BXBRCISES 

228. l. Solvethe equations 2x-3y = 10and 5x + 2y =6. 

From (!), 

From (2), 

80LDTION 

¡2x-3y=10, 
óx+2y=0. 

x=10+3y_ 
2 

X=0-21. 
5 

Comparing the va.lues of x in (3) and (4), 

l0+3y_0-2y 
2 - 6 . 

Solving1 y = _ 2. 

Substituting - 2 for y in either (3) or (4) 1 

x=2. . 
To 1Jer1f¡:, substituta 2 for x and - 2 for y in tbe given equatfons. 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

RuLE. - Find an expression .for tlie ,:alue o.f the tmme 111iknown 
n1tm?er in each equation, equate the two expressions and salve 
lile eguation th1ts Jonned. ' 
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Sol ve by comparison, and verify results: 

2
_ { s,, _ 2 y = 10, 8_ l 2 • + 7 t = 8, 

x+ y= 70. 3 s+9t = 9. 

3_ {5x+y= 22, 9_ {4u+ ~v= !9, 
x+5y=14. 3u- v=.,-. 

{ 2x+ 3y = 24, 10. { 4v +3w=34, 
4. 

5x-3y= 18. llv+5w=87. 

(3x+5y=14, 11. 5. 
l2x-3y=3. 

{ 4x-13y=5, 
3x+lly=-17. 

12. {3v+2y=36, { 4 x+ 3y= 10, 
6. 

5v-9y=23. 12,:-11 y=-10. 

13. { 2y+3x= 22, {18x-3y=4y, 
7. 

7 x-3y=13. 1-4x+3y=27. 

229. Given 

aud 

Elimination by Substitution 

3x+2y=27, 
x-y=4. 

(1) 

(2) 

On solving (2) .for x, its value is found to be x=4+y. 
If 4 + y is substituted for x in (1 ), 3 x will become 3 ( 4 + y), 

and the resulting equation 
3(4+y)+2y=27 (3) 

will ínvolve y only, x having been elímínated. 

Solvíng (3), y= 3. 

Substítuting 3 for y in (2), "= 7. 

This method is call~d elimination by substitution. 

RULE, - Find an •"'Pression for the value ~r either ~r the Ull· 

known numbers in one o.f tite equations. 
S1tbstitute tkis value .fo,· that unknown number in tite other 

equation, and solve the res1tlU,ng equa.tion. 
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EXERCISES 

230. Sol ve by substítution, and verífy results: 

l. {"'-Y=4, 6_ {17=3x+z, 
4y-x=14. 7=3z-2x. 

2. { x+y=lO, 
7. { 4y= 10-x, 

6x-7y=34. y-x=5. 

3. { 3x-4y=26, 
8. {7z-3x=18, 

x-8y=22. 2z-5x=l. 

4. {6y-10x=l4, 
9. { 3-15y=-x, 

y-x=3. 3+15y=4x. 

6. f y+l=3x, 
l5x+9=3y. 

10. r1-x-3y 

¡3(1-~)=~0-y 

. 231. Three standard methods of elimíuation have been 
g1ven. Though each is applicable under ali círcumstarices in 
special cases each has its peculiar advantages. The stud~nt 
should endeavor to select the method best adapted or to ínvent 
a method of his own. 

EXBRCISES 

232. Sol ve by any method, verífyíug ali results: 

1. {"'+•=13, 5. {"'+3=y-3, 
x-z=5. 2( 3) 6 x+ = -y. 

2. { 3x+ Y= 10, 
x+3y=6. 

3. ( 4 x + 5 ?/ = -2, 
5x+4y=2. 

4. { 5 X-y= 28, 
3x+5y=28. 

{
5x-y=12, 6. 
x+3y=12. 

7_ {4(2-x)=3y, 
2(2-x)= 2(y-2). 

8_ { (x+l)+(y-2)=7, 
(x+l)-(y-2) =5. 

'I 

:1 
' 

' 
1 

1 

1 

¡ ¡ 
:I 11 

1 
'' 

1 

' l 
¡ 1 
' ;! f1 

1 

! ¡: 
i_:

1

:; :_ 1 

¡J,¡i 
• 1 li 

1 ¡,: ¡ 
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Eliminate before or after clearing of fractions, as may be 

more ad va.ntageous: 

10. 

\

3 "'+4y = 21 
4 5 ' 

2x+3y= 17_ 
3 5 

{
., + ½(3 :,;-y-1)= ¼ + }(y-1), 

13. 
t(4x+3y)= 1',(7 y+24). 

Equations of the form ~+~=e, though not simple egua-
., y 

tions, may be solved as simple equa.tions for some of their 

roots by first regarding ! and ! as the unknown numbers. 
" y 

14. Solve the equations 

~OLt,TJON. (2) - (1), 

Substituting (3) in (1), 

From (4) and (3), 

13 208 
v=16· 

.·. i=~-
4 48 14 
,-11\ =6· 

l 8 - =-· z 2 

2 16 z=- a.ndy = -· 
3 16 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

233. l. 

(1) x d, 

(2) x b, 

(3) - (4), 

(l) X e, 
(2) X a, 

(7) - (6), 

SDILJLTANEOUS Sl.lll'LE E<,¡UATlON:; 

Literal Simultaneous Equations 

Sol ve the equations {ª" + by= in, 
cx+dy=n. 

80LUTJON 

ax+by=m 

rz+dy=n 

aclx + bdy = dm. 

bcz + ñdy = bn 

(ad - bc)x = dm.- bn 

.•. X 
dm-bn 
ad-be 

acx +bey= cm 
acx + acly = an 

(ad- bc)y = a1~ - cm 

.·. Y=an-cm. 
ad-be 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(o) 

(6) 

(i) 

(8) 

f In solving literal simaltaneous (lquations, elimination is usually per
ormed most easily by addition or subtracti.on. 
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13. A grocer bought 1416 oranges of two tizes. Of one kind 
it took 360 01-anges to fill a box anu of thtl other 48. lf thel'e 
were 10 boxes in ali, fiud the number of uoxes of each kiml. 

14. The cost of firing 20 shots from a Japanese battleship 
was $ 40-10. The sbots from the large caunon cost S 400 ea.ch 
anu every shot from the small canuon cost S 70. How ma11y 
shots of each kiud we1·e fired? 

15. Iu Berliu, Germany, a mason received 80 f more in 5 days 
than a painter recei ved iu G days, each working 10 hours a da.y. 
The forrner earned the samc m 9 days as the latter diu in 12 
days. What was the hourly wage of each man? 

16. The champion National Leaguc baseball team one year 
won G2 games more than it lost. 'fhe team that ca.me seconcl 
p1ayed 1.3-1 games, winning 16 less than the first aud losing 18 
more than the first. How mauy games diu each team win and 

how mauy <lid each lose? 

17. Dnring arate war between rival steamship lines the pas
sarre for 2 immigrants from Brernen to New York cost $ 7.1-l 
le;s than the normal rate for 1, anu the passage for 7 immi
grants S 4.7G less than tbe normal cost for 3. Find the nor
mal 1·ate and t.he reuuced rate. 

18. A man noticed that a 15-word rnessage by telegraph cost 
him 4.0f aml a 22-word rnessage [H,, uetween the same two 
cities. Find the charge for the first 10 words and the charge 
for each additional word. 

19. The Unitecl Sta.tes importecl 38 million bunches of 
bananas one year. The cost,, at 30 ! each for the 1arger buuehes 
ancl 20 f each for the smaller ones, was 8.55 million dollars. 
How many bunches of each size wer'3 irnported? 

20. A steam pipe was inclosec1 in a wooclen case. The dia_m
eter of the pipe was ¡ of the cliameter of the case. The rac~ms 
of the case was 2 inches less than the diameter of the pipe. 
What was the diameter of each? 

SlMULTAXEOUS SL\IPLE EQt:ATIONS 1;n 

21. A man i nvested $ 4000, a part at 5 % and the rest at 4 % . 
If the annual income from both iuvestments was $175, what 
was the amount of each iuvestment? 

22. At a factory where 1000 men and women were em
ployed, the average daily wage was S 2.50 for a man and $1.GO 
fur a woman. If labor cost $ 2340 per <lay, how mauy meu 
were employed? how many women? 

23. It required G0 inches of tape to bind the four edges of a 
eard on which n. photograph was mounted. The length of the 
carel was G inches greater than the width. How many inches 
long was the carel ? how many inches wide? 

24. The German railroads carried 153 million first-class and 
second-class passengers one year. The number would have 
been 180 million if 4 timf's as many had traveled first class. 
How man y traveled first class? second class? 

25. In one honr 1375 vehicles passed a merchant's door on 
Broadway, New York City. The horse-drawn vehicles woukl 
haYe eqnaled the automobiles in number, had there been 50 
more of the fot·mer aud 25 less of the latter. How mauy of 
each passed lüs clo01· ? 

26. Probably the highest dock in the world is on the Victoria 
X yanza. lts height above sea leve] is 50 feet less than 1:1 
times its length, and the snm of its height and length is 3950 
feet, :Fiud its height abo\·e sea level. 

27. The American and British tourists to Japan during a re
cent ~ear numbered 279-1. If there had been twice as many 
AmenC'ans and 3 times as man y British, the nnmber wonld ha,·e 
been GG82. How man y tourists were there from each conntry? 

28: The number of students attending tbe University of 
Berlm ~tone time was ~277 more than the number attending 
at ~1'.1mch, ancl J the number at Berlin plus ¼ the nurn ber at 
Munich equaled 9591 H.ow many attended each university? 
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29. Under the present contract, it costs $ 24.15 less ª. year 
per ]amp to maintain electric lights in a certain mty tban 1t d1d 
under the previous one, and the expense of 6 lamps then was 
$ 46.35 more than that of 7 lamps now. Find the present 
yearly expense per 1am p. 

30. On the same day two seats in the N ew York Stock 
Exchange sold for $ 192,500. If one of them had sold for 
$1500 less, and the other for $ 1000 more, the ¡,rices of the 
two wonld have been equal. Find the price of each. 

31. A man had 10 fox skins, sorne of which were sil ver fox, 
worth $300 a pelt, and sorne black fox, worth $ 750 a pelt. 
If he had had 3 less of the former and 3 more of the latter, 
the total value would have been $6150. How many had he 
of each? 

32. The qnantity of peanuts raised in the United States in 
a year is 135 million pounds more than the quantity of ali 
nuts imported, and ½ of the former equals ½ of the latter. 
Find the nurnber of pounds of nuts imported and of peanuts 
raised in the U nited States. 

33. The receipts from a football game were $ 700. Admis
sion tickets to the grounds were sold for 50 /1, and to the grand 
stand for 25 /1 in addition. If twice as many persons had pur
chased tickets for the grand stand, the receipts would have 
been $ 800. How many tickets of each kind were sold? 

34 A train of 25 cars loaded with iron ore was run out on a 
dock and the ore emptied into pockets beneath the tracks. 
The ore filled 7 pockets and ½ of another. To 6.11 this last 
pocket, then, required 16 tons less than 2 extra car loads. 
What was the capacity of a car? of a pocket? 

36. If 100 pounds of soft coa! in burning can evaporate 50 
pounds more water than 6 gallons of oil, and if 60 pouuds of 
coa! can evaporate 10 pounds less water than 4 gallons of oil, 
how man y pounds of water can 1 pound of coa! evaporate? 

1 gallan of oil ? 
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36. A proposed tunnel under Bering Strait would be in 
three sections, each of which would be ¡ of a mile longer, and 
two of which togetber would be 12} miles longer than the 
Simplon tnnnel. Find the length of the proposed tunnel; of 
the Simplon tunnel. 

37. If 1 is added to the nmnerator of a certam fraction the 
' mine of the fraction becomes ¾; if 2 is added to the denom-

inator, the value of the fraction becomes ½· What is the 
Iraction? 

ScGGESTION.-Let x = the numerator and y= the denominator. 

38. If the numerator of a certain fraction is decreased by 2, 
the value of the fraction is decreased by ½; but if the denomi
nator is increased by 4, the value of the fraction is decreased 
by ¾, What is the fraction ? 

39. A certain num ber expressed by two digits is equal to 7 
times the sum of its digits; if 27 is subtracted from the num
ber, the difference will be expressed by reversing the order of 
the digi ts. What is the number? 

SvGGEST10N.-'fhe sum of xtens andyunit.sis (lOx+y) units¡ of 
Y tens and x unit.s, (10 y + x) units. 

40. Find a number that is 3 greater than 6 times the sum 
of its two digits, if the units' digit is 2 less than the tens' digit. 

,41· A crew can row 8 miles downstream and back, or 12 
m,les downstream ancl halfway back in l½bours. What is their 
rate of rowing in still water and the velocity of the stream ? 

42. A man rows 12 miles downstream and back in 11 hours. 
The current is such that he cau row 8 miles downstream in 
the same time as 3 miles upstream. What is !lis rate of row
,ng in still water, and what is the velocity of the stream? 

43. A quantity of wheat could be thrashed by two machines 
in 6 days, but the larger machine worked alone for 8 days and 
was then replaced by the smaller, which finished in 3 days. 
How long wonld it have taken the larger machine to thrash ali 
of the wheat? the srnaller machine? 
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THREE UNKNOWN NUMBERS 

235. The student has been soiving systems of two independ
ent simultaneous equations iuvolving tu:o unknowu numliers. 

In general, 

P&1xc1PLE. -Every system of indepenclent sinwlta11eo11 .~ .~il!lple 
equatio11s, i11volvi11g the sc111ie number of it,1k,ww11 1, 11 ,11!1P1's ns 
there are equatÍons, can be solved, and is sati!ijietl b_11 u11e u11tl 

only one set of values of its miknown nw:nbe1's. 

EXERCISES 

{

x+2 y+3z=14, 

236. l. Solve 2 x+ y+~~= 10, 
3 X+ 4 y - J Z = 2. 

S0LuT10:s-. - Eliminating z by combining (1) and (3), 

(l) + (3), 4x+Gy=l6. 

Eliminating z by combining (2) aud (3), 

(2) x3, Gx+ 3y+<lz::30 

(:;) x 2, G x + 8 y - G z = 4 
Adtling, 12 x + 11 V == ;l4 

Eliminating x by combining (,3) and (4), 

(4)x3, 12x+18y =48 

(G)-(3), 1y ==14; .·.y=2. 

Substituting thc value of y in (4), 4x+ 12 =lü; .·. x=l. 

Substituting the yalues of x and y in (1 ), 

1 + 4 + 3 z = 14 ; . ·. z = :l. 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(ó) 

(íl) 

VERIF1CATI0)(. -Substituting x = 1, y= 2, and z =3 in the given 

equations, 
(1 ) beco mes 1 + 4 + O = H, or 11 = l 4 ; 

(2) becomes 2 + 2 + G = 10, 01· 10 = 10 ¡ 

ancl (:1) becomes 3 + 8 - !l = 2, or 2 = 2 : 

thnt is, thc given equations are satisfied for x == 1, V == 2, o.nd z == 8. 
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Sol ve, aucl verify all results: 

6. x+y+z=2ü, ¡x+3 y-z= 10, 

2. 3x+i:iy+4z=57, 

3x-y+2 Z=15. 
¡
x+3 y+4z =83, 

G x+8 y+3z= 1/:íG. 

¡
x+y+z=53, 

3. X + 2 y+ 3 Z = 105, 

x+3 y +4z= 13-!. 

¡
x-y+z=30, 

4. 3y-x-z=12, 

7 z-y+2 X=141. 

¡ 8 X - 5 !J + 2 Z = 53, 
5. x+y-z=g, 

13 X - Ü y + 3 Z = 71. 

¡ 3 X - 2 y + Z = 2, 
7. 2x+5y+2z=27, 

X+ 3 y + 3 Z = 25. 

¡x+½Y+¼z=32, 

8. ¼ X + ¡-y + ¼ Z = 15, 

}x+tY+ }z=12. 

¡}x-¼ y+ l z=3, 
9. -}x-¼Y+¼z=1, 

¼ X - ¼ y + ½ Z = 5. 
10. There are three nnmbers such that the sum of -~- of the 

first, -} of thc secoud, an<l ¼ of the third is 12; of ¼ of t~e first, 
¼ of the secontl, and ¼ of the Lhird is g; and the sulll of the 
numbers is 38. What are the numbers? 

11. A, n, and C have certain sums of money. If A gives B 
$100, they will liave the same amouut; if A gives O $100, C 
will have twice as much as A; :111d if Il gives U $100, C will 
have 4 times as much as B. 'IVha.t sum has each? 

12. A <¡uantity of water snfficient to fill three jars of differ
e:nt sizes will fill lhe smallest jar 4 times; the largest jar twice 
witlt 4 gallons to spare; or the seconcl jar 3 times with 2 gal
lons to spare. What is the capacity of each jar? 

13. A contractor used 3 scows to convey sand from his 
dretlge to tho dumping groun<l. He was creditecl by the in
spector for : 

April 20, scows a, b, e, a, b, e, a, nnd b, 8 loads, 32!10 en. yd. 
April 21, sco1Vs e, a, b, e, a, b, ancl e, 7 loacls, 2820 en. ytl. 
April 22, scrnvs a, b, e, a, b, e, anda, 7 loads, 2870 cu. yd. 

Find the capacity of each scow. 


